African
Conservation
Online Courses

Want to become a knowledgeable
CONSERVATION-ECOLOGIST?

“I found the online conservation courses really
interesting and complementary to my Wildlife
Conservation degree course.”
Annabel Walker (United States)

MAPPING AS A
CONSERVATION TOOL

POACHING,
TRAFFICKING & TRADE

TRACKING
TECHNOLOGIES

PRIORITY SPECIES &
HABITAT MANAGEMENT

TRACKS & SIGNS
WITHIN MONITORING
INSTRUCTOR ONLINE*
* Course dependent

SUPPLEMENT your university learning
Engage in the work of ENDANGERED SPECIES
Focus on PRACTICAL SKILLS
Learn about REAL projects
Learn conservation with an AFRICAN focus

“I’m 100% satisfied with the course. I’m a graduate biologist and a
future Wildlife Conservation MSc student who aims to develop a future
career in this field so, for me, the course was super-inspiring and
motivating. In addition to that, I found the course content very
comprehensive and super interesting. I’m truly happy.”
Lucia Ruiz Mut (Italy)

Overview of Courses
The courses cover a broad range of
current theories in conservation,
land practices and endangered and
priority species monitoring.

They offer a range of transferrable
theoretical skills.
The courses can be supplemented
with a field course with a max. of six
participants.

With field courses available
when you are ready to travel…

Who are they for?
For conservation-ecologists in
training.
For those aspiring to a knowledge
backed safari in Africa.
For those who want to keep up with
the conservation voices of our time.
For those who wish to become
future conservation leaders.

What will I learn?
Endangered & Priority Species:
Conservation & Habitat Management
•

•
•
•
•
•

Wildlife Monitoring Techniques &
Experiences
Camera Trapping
Track & Sign: An introduction and
overview
Conservation & Habitat Management
Game Capture & Relocation
Communities & Conservation

Poaching, Trafficking &
The Illegal Wildlife Trade
•
•
•
•
•

Tracks & Signs
For the Conservation Enthusiast

Mapping as a Tool for Conservationists
Practical and Theoretical
•
•
•
•
•
•

A mapping introduction: The practical
issues of conservation
The value of mapping: Measuring &
Visualising
Mapping human/wildlife conflict & cohabitation
Mapping migrations
Mapping Habitat and vegetation
Resources for mapping in conservation

Wildlife Crime: Learn what is really
happening
On the ground: Tracking & anti-poaching
The traded animals: Why are species
targeted?
On route: Tracking wildlife crime
Fighting Wildlife Crime: Real Change, Real
Successes & Real Hope

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Fundamentals of Track & Sign
Interpreting Ethology: Signs & Signals
Tracking Techniques & Scat Identification
Tracking Birds: Pellets, Prints, Nests, Kills &
Calls
Animal Behaviours, Signalling &
Communication
Track Patterns, Gaits & Track Sequencing
Tracking Within Antipoaching
Tracks & Scats: Test yourself!

Tracking for Conservationists
Spoor, Signs & Tracking Technologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first 4 weeks are the same as the
Tracks & Signs course
Monitoring and Tracking: It's Value and
Importance
Technologies Available for Tracking
Nocturnal & Underwater Tracking
DNA in Biodiversity Tracking and
Monitoring
Algorithm Tracking: Machine Learning and
AI

Please scan
the QR code
for more
information.

All courses are laden with optional
supplementary learning in the form of
suggested videos, podcasts and
scientific papers

Endangered &
Priority
Species:
Conservation
& Habitat
Management

This in-depth learning experience introduces students and budding conservationists, either at
the beginning or mid-way through their career, to the most up-to-date, in-field conservation
techniques and practices in Africa.
Learn about wildlife monitoring, track and sign identification, camera trapping as a
conservation tool, capture and relocation and the part it plays in conservation management,
vegetation surveys, habitat monitoring, as well as the importance of community conservation
within and around any protected area.

8 Learning Hours over 4 weeks
8 hours of voluntary supplementary
learning material
1hr live online sessions every other
week

Tracking for
Conservationists
Spoor, Signs &
Tracking
Technologies

This exciting, two-part course begins by introducing students to the age-old art of traditional
tracking and, in part two, explores the latest wildlife tracking technologies and their use in
conservation.
Part I: We look at tracking birds, injured animals, tracking as a crucial tool in anti-poaching,
interpreting intention signals by looking deeper into the ethology, social systems and behaviour
types of African wildlife.
Part II: You’ll learn about the broader aspects of tracking from poaching to e- and i-DNA,
nocturnal tracking technologies, a look at the monitoring and tracking technologies available on
the market and looking at which ones Wildlife ACT uses in the field.

16 Learning Hours over 8 weeks

10 hours of voluntary
supplementary learning material
1hr online live sessions every other
week

Tracks &
Signs
For the
Conservation
Enthusiast

‘This short introduction into the science and art of tracking in Africa, delves into the finding
and interpretation of tracks, scats and signs. We look at tracking birds, injured animals,
identifying scats, tracking as a crucial tool in anti-poaching and interpreting intention signals
by looking deeper into the ethology, social systems and behaviour types of African wildlife.
Each learning hour tests your own interpretation and observation skills through interactive
Scene Investigations and quizzes that will be reviewed at the end of the course.’

8 Learning Hours over 4 weeks

8 hours of voluntary supplementary
learning material

1hr online live every other week

Mapping as a
Tool for
Conservationists
Practical and
Theoretical

‘This course focuses on practical mapping skills and is an activity-based learning
experience in either QGIS or ArcGIS. It introduces students to the different forms of
mapping using GIS, GPS and remote sensing and using these as tools to solve the practical
issues of species and habitat conservation.
No previous mapping experience is required.
We look at the value of mapping within conservation, measurements, visualisations and
scaling of data to map migrations, wildlife movements, invasive plants and human-wildlife
interfaces. Students will look at software, data-sets, documentation and mapping principles
and projections. Students will aim, alongside their learning, to practically map leopard
territories within a protected area in Southern Africa using either ArcGIS or QGIS.’

6 Learning Hours over 4 weeks

Two practical mapping activities that
should take 5-6hrs each

2x live online sessions

Poaching,
Trafficking &
The Illegal
Wildlife Trade

This awareness course comprehensively covers the entire trade from the tracking down of
poachers in the field, to learning to assess and read a crime-scene, from how to work with
anti-poaching dogs and organise patrols, to tracking the products as they leave protected
areas and begin transit to demand countries.
You will learn how widely spread the trade is, how contraband is intercepted and tracked enroute, where it is being sold, how large the demand for product is and how cyber-crime and
even cyber-poaching work.

6 Learning Hours over 4 weeks

8 hours of voluntary supplementary
learning material

Frequently Asked Questions
How much time does the supplementary learning take up?
We would suggest that you set aside two hours a week
Can I take two courses at once?
We would suggest that you just take one course at a time if you are
working or attending university at the same time.

What if I cannot attend live sessions?
They will be recorded and loaded to the Teachable platform for you to view
in your own time. You can either write your questions as comments on the
platform or email them in to your instructor ahead of time.
I’m not interested in live sessions
Consider taking our linked course (Endangered and Priority Species and
Tracks and Signs for the Curious Conservationist at a reduced price, will
more allocated time and no live sessions.
Will I get a certificate that I can use as part of my CV?
Yes. This certificate will indicate the theoretical components that you
covered in the course. Remember though, that all components have a
practical side upon which Wildlife ACT lays more weight for those wanting
to move into the conservation field. If you want to develop those practical
skills then please do not hesitate to come out to South Africa and work
with us here.
When are the live Zoom sessions?
These are held between 16.30 and 18.30 GMT – please confirm the time
for your specific course when you apply

Certification

Not happy with the course? Get a
full refund if you sign off by the
end of the first week of learning

Wildlife ACT is a well known and respected organisation
working in conservation across Africa. Although our
courses are not yet certified, we are working on it. Our
certificate will however be recognised by most
conservation organisations across Africa and the skills
you learn with us are transferrable across the
conservation-ecology board.

Our Flagship Practical Project
Working in association with Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife and Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Park, our
combined expertise allows us to incorporate a unique bush-learning experience while
you participate in the day-to-day tasks and operations on a Big 5 reserve and in ongoing
monitoring and research projects. The conservation training course balances instructorled learning with practical fieldwork.
Students will learn and be competent in the following skills before they leave:
Wildlife Monitoring
•

Review of Monitoring Development: Modern monitoring
techniques, technology and equipment, effective data collection
and management, as well as monitoring ethics.

•

Specific Species Monitoring: African Wild Dog, Cheetah, Lion,
Leopard, Rhino, Elephant and Vultures

•

Ethology: Social systems, senses, communication, learning,
protective behavior, home ranges & territories, anticipating
behavior.

Camera Trapping
•

Pre-field work (survey type and setup preparation)

•

In the field (considerations, security and details)

•

Post setup (identification, analysis and photo tagging)

Tracking and Spoor
•

Observing and interpreting

•

Identifying different types of animal tracks and
signs: arboreal, terrestrial and aerial

Our Flagship Practical Project
Conservation and Habitat Management
•

Vegetation surveys: quadrat sampling, line intercept sampling,
point intercept sampling, fix point photographic sampling
techniques (identifying main habitat types within the study areas,
by identifying different types of grass, shrub and tree species)

•

Game Count Surveys: Road strip counts, aerial counts, walking
transects, and individuals counts as well as data entry thereof
Animal population control

•

Fire as a management tool

•

Soil erosion and preventative methods

•

Bush encroachment and alien plant control methods and techniques

Game Capture and Relocation
•

Purpose and necessity (genetic populations, injuries or carrying
capacity)

•

Capture methods

•

Boma management

Wildlife Crime and Illegal Trade
•

Causes & drivers of Illegal Wildlife Trade

•

Impacts of Wildlife Crime & Illegal Trade on wildlife populations

•

Potential solutions and problem solvers

Community Conservation
•

Issues and how the Community views these

•

How Wildlife ACT is working to address changes

•

Ecotourism & how this benefits local Communities

•

Community and stakeholder participation in Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Park

Supporting
Rural
Communities

Saving
Endangered
African Wildlife

Wildlife ACT is an award-winning conservation organization that specialises in
endangered and priority species conservation across Africa. To achieve these
goals, we:
• Work with authorities to develop and implement relevant monitoring and
research programs according to national standards and species
conservation strategies
• Provide expertise and support towards relocations and reintroductions of
endangered and priority species
• Develop and fund next generation tracking, anti-poaching and data
management technology
• Provide dedicated support towards focal species emergency response
situations
• Form part of relevant working and advisory groups in Africa
• Drive the publication of relevant, management-oriented research findings
• Connect people from communities adjacent to protected areas to nature and
wildlife conservation, empowering them and removing barriers to entry into
conservation and the wildlife economy

We encourage debate
and discussion regarding
conservation issues
throughout the course

Whenever possible we
will ask guest speakers to
speak about the field they
work in

Private engagement
sessions can be
organised at a small extra
cost

CLICK HERE TO ENROLL NOW

African
Conservation
Online Courses

“Thoroughly enjoyed every aspect, the course was
extremely informative and very well put together!”
Damon Hoskin (South Africa)

The VERY BEST way to achieve your dream

